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American Boxwood Society 
Letter From The President 

By Hugh G. Crump, Jr., President 

G reetings to a ll ! 

I would li ke to begin by sayi ng what a wonderful t ime we 
had at the 2015 symposiu m. T he tri p was pri mar ily foc used 
arou nd Longwood Gardens, though many other incredible 
es tates in the sur rounding areas were also visited . We were 
fortunate to have several fa ntastic spea kers at this yea r's 
event discuss a wide va riety of topics, covering everything 
fro m pla nt hea lth, application and usage to the historical 
relevance of the Boxwood. 

W hile it's di ffi cult to pick out just one great moment 
fro m this yea r's event, the people are undoubtedly what 
make the sy mposiums so special to me. In add ition to our 
attending members, we were joi ned by representatives from 
the Europea n Boxwood and Topiary Society of France, who 
are always a sincere pleasure to hos t. Reconnecting w ith 
long-time friends (and of course, making new ones), we are 
reminded that this is the one time of yea r that affords us the 
opportunity to visit, explore and lea rn with those whom all 
share the same love for the Boxwood . 

Please reserve time next spring to join us as we pla n a 
roadtrip symposium that w ill take us to many notable si tes 
in the Commonwealth of Virginia. Several stops will be 
focused on the pres idential estates and plantations of the 
Old Dominion. Especially for the history buffs among us, 
this is one symposium that is not to be missed. 

In closi ng, I wou ld like to thank Longwood Gardens for 
their generosi ty as wel l as the part icipation and significant 
contribu tions of its staff. Mostly however, I would li ke to 
ex press my deepes t grati tude to Barrett W ilson fo r a job 
ex pertly-done; his commitment to serve as hos t and orga nizer 
was apparent in h is attention to detai l with a ll activities held 
throughout the event . 

Looking fo rward to seei ng as many of you as poss ible at 
the 2016 symposium! 

Hugh G. C rump, Jr. 
President 
American Boxwood Society 

Did You Know? 

The first boxwood planting in America is believed to have occurred about 1653 
at Sylvester Manor on Shelter Island in the northwest portion of Long Island. 
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They originally used English boxwood brought over the Atlantic Ocean 
from Amsterdam, where it was known as Dutch boxwood. 
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Palmberg Buxus in Nature: Part 1 
Marc Velleman 

Marc Velleman is a Belgian born in Werreren in 1962. 
He is a Director for Ardou Bvba, providing technica l 
advice and coordination for buildings, specializing in 
glass and aluminum facade structures. He is married to 
Lieve Van Leuven and they have one son, Jos Velleman. 
He is a Reserve Army Officer, serving as a topographer 
for the artillery. His hobby is boxwood research focus
ing on boxwood growing in the wild, the age deter
mination of boxwood, the characteristics and names of 
botanical varieties. Marc has a collection of boxwood 
cultivars and varieties . 

Note: Lynn Batdorf and Marc Velleman have been 
collaborating for more than two years. It has culminat
ed in Marc's engaging travel log of boxwood exploration 
and research by an enthusiastic novice. Both the laymen 
and professional will appreciate Marc's passionate and 
systematic approach to boxwood documentation. Marc 
is Belgian, speaking and writing only Dutch. There
fore, Lynn has translated all the text to English and 
edited for clarity while arrempting to preserve Marc's 
writing style. Therefore, the reader must understand 
any errors are due to Lynn's shortcomings and not that 
of the author. 

In the search for Buxus on the internet I found the 
following articles: 

- Bulletin des Academies et des Sciences Societe 
Lorraine: 1996.35 No.3. 

- Bulletin des Academies et des Sciences Societe 
Lorraine: 1997.36 No.3. 

The two articles by M. F. Vernier describe some loca
tions of wild Buxus in France, Luxembourg and Ger
many. If I am to become a boxwood collector, I must 
also visit these places. My first quest will start on Friday, 
September 30th, 2011 with the following destinations: 

Station: 11 (France) Malling - Rettel, Sierck-les
Bains, Ravin Palm Busch (Moselle) 

Station: 12 (France) Contz-les-Bains, Le Stromberg 
(Moselle) 

Station: 13 (Luxembourg) Ahn (Moselle) 
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In the early morning I arrive in Mailing, a small 
medieval village situated on the Moselle in France. I 
parked on the square, to do some shopping for the rest 
of the day and to stop at the tourist office. Here one 
can obtain a directory of attractions in the area, which 
also has wild Buxus. The lady of this service can only 
vaguely locate where the boxwood is growing in the 
Forest location. 

So, I drove to the next village, called Rerrel, and asked 
there. After gathering some add itional information, I 
parked the car at a castle near the Church of Rerrel. 
From here on foot to the mountain I could see the left 
side of the Moselle, about three kilometers from the 
castle. Ultimately, I it took almost an hour before I 
found access to the mountain. This is certainly not the 
normal approach, but it is completely lacking any signs 
and local cooperation. The boxwood here is under and 
between the trees, which implies that there is little vari
ation observed between the plants. Many plants have 
a large, flexible sheet so they do differ from the wild 
Buxus in Belgium. 

Also there are some plants with tound leaves, similar 
to the cultivar Buxus sempervirens 'Rotundifolia', but 
in this forest plants have smaller leaves like these that 
we have in our garden. The soil here consists of dolo
mite rock. Following this observation, I'm looking at 
the following location, Station: 12 Contz-les - Bains. 

This location is across the Moselle at Le Stromberg, 
a mountain that dominates the landscape by its yellow 
color. 

Again, no hint of any Buxus, even after searching for 
several hours under bright sunshine during this excep
tionally warm September day. Eventually I discovered 
a rather limited population of plants. 
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T he leaf shape is similar ro that of station II , but 
less different from the Buxus in Belgium than in the 
previous station. Again, everything grows under the 
trees and on a dolomite base so il. This is not a typ ica l 
site where Buxus usually grows in the wild. Especia lly 
on the sun facing, often quite ba re limesrone cliffs and 
sporadically growing near the river. 

For the next location I followed the Moselle down
stream back and forth across the borders of France, 
Germany and Luxembourg. At one end of the Lux
embourg border I arrived in the village which Ahn as 
station 13 'mentioned in the description condition. A 
small charming village is entirely occupied by vine
yards. It is now in full harvest season, the tracrors driv
ing on and offby the overly narrow streets ro open sheds 
where the fruit is processed by squeezing ro extract their 
juices. Throughout the village there was a strong smell 
of crushed fruit. I tried ro follow a road through the 
village paths between all these activities ro the imposing 
mountain behind. 
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T hi s mountain is maxi mi zed as vineyard. On the 
steep part which is unusable for the viticulture, there 
are Buxus abound. 

T he plants have always been known here. T he "Palm
berg" consisting of dolomite rock, named after the box
wood, also called palm. Along the well-defined path 
which starts from the village, there are several informa
tion boards ex plaining the wild plants in general and 
about the boxwood. I'm still only in the "Buxus Zone" 
and encountered a very strange boxwood plant. A box
wood that compares ro no other plant from my collec
tion of over 220 plants. A low-growing plant, but no 
central stem with a bunch of smooth open falling twigs. 
The plant has small yellow-green leaves, which are very 
close ro each other. 

I call this variety whatsoever with the obvious name: 
Buxus sempervirens 'Palmberg'. 

On rop of the mountain , on the cross, you have a 
beautiful view of the Moselle and its banks. 

In the last part of the walk, you walk through a 
strongly sloping path down ro the stream. From there 
back ro the village where a pleasant surprise awaits. 

The winery "Clos Mon Vieux Moulin" founded 10 

1689 where you 'Palmberg Wine' and extremely re
freshing 'Cremant de Luxembourg Monmoulin' can 
taste and purchase. An absolute must! 
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%e Seasona{ gardener 
Practical tips for boxwood enthusiasts from Society members 

Winter Maintenance 

Many garden enthusiasts are frustrated during the 
winter months because they are unable to actually "do 
anything" in their garden. They then resort to perusing 
seed catalogues and planning for spring. Boxwood 
growers, however, are very fortunate in that winter 
provides a great opportunity for us to do "hands on" 
work and maintenance on our gardens. The holiday 
season provides the guiltless opportunity to pluck our 
boxwoods. Guiltless because even though we cannot 
root the cuttings, we can bring them inside and use 
them creatively in our holiday decorations. Even if all 
of the cuttings are not used in decorations, the period 
from December through February is an opportune time 
to pluck boxwoods. 

Plucking as an annual routine is recommended for 
a number of reasons. It allows air and light into the 
center of the plant, stimulating growth and maintaining 
a dry environment free of disease. Plucking, as 
opposed to shearing, is recommended since it creates 
the minor openings in the plants which allow the free 
flow of the elements. Shearing takes off far too much 
of the outer leaf surface, exposing stem ends, without 
creating any of the valuable openings. Plucking also 
allows one to shape plants over a period of time. 
Unsightly bulges in one area or tall, skinny plants can 
be selectively plucked in the needy areas resulting in 
the shape that you desire. Even plants which are much 
too large for an area, such as beside a walk, can be 
gradually reduced in size over a period of a couple of 
years without ever looking butchered. 
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Minor thinning can be done anytime during the 
winter period without endangering the health of the 
plant. However, if one is to do major thinning, it 
would be best to wait until the end of February since 
the worst of winter is over. The reason is that plants 
have the greatest probability of winter survival if their 
leaf to root equilibrium is not disturbed. A severe 
winter can stress plants and any change in the leaf to 
root equilibrium will exacerbate that stress. By the end 
of February, with winter over, plants which need 
major plucking can be safely plucked. The new growth 
of spring will soon fill out the plant and cover any 

unsightliness created. The plant will quickly have its 
typical "billowy clouds" appearance. 

After plucking, cleaning plant interiors with strong 
water pressure is facilitated since the debris is easier to 
wash out of a plant which has been thinned. Plants 
grown in full sun often have sides which are very thick 
and impenetrable. By first plucking these sides, it is 
then much easier to wash and clean debris from the 
sides. Spray and clean from the interior driving the 
debris out. The interior base is the most common area 
for debris to accumulate. 

Another reason for plucking at the end of February 
is that this is an appropriate time to root the cuttings. 
Sticking the cuttings 2 inches to 3 inches into the soil in 
a shady, damp area will result in roots by June. (For 
detailed instructions on rooting, see articles listed under 
"Propagation" in indexes to The Boxwood Bulletin.) 

Snow can be very destructive to boxwoods. Small 
plants are not hurt as much as large ones. Actually 
snow can be helpful to small plants because it literally 
covers them up thereby insulating them from strong 
winds and cold. During a heavy snow it is advisable to 
gently knock the snow from larger plants before it 
accumulates and begins to bend the branches down. Be 
careful because the branches are very brittle during the 
cold and break easily. Keeping the snow off while it is 
snowing is preferable to knocking it off after it has 
already weighed the branches down and opened the 
plant up. A plucked or open plant will survive snow 
much easier than a tight one because the snow can 
more easily fall into and through the holes of the open 
plant as opposed to staying completely on top of the 
unplucked, tight plant. Ice is much more difficult to 
deal with than snow because it does not easily brush 
off. If you know that an ice stonn is coming or if it has 
just started you may cover your prize boxwoods with 
burlap or plastic to "shed" the ice. Attempting to knock 
the ice off is probably not advisable since the ice is 
difficult to remove and you risk breaking the branches 
in the attempt. 

Stephen D. Southall 
President of the ABS and co-owner of Boxwoods of 
Virginia 
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55th Annual Symposium 
"Timeless Gardens, Timeless Boxwood 

May 19-22, 2015. 
Longwood Gardens, Kennett Square, PA 

Please give credit for all the photos to John Elkins, John Elkins Photography 
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It is hard to pick a favorite, each wonderful garden had such an interesting combination of plants appropriate to its 
setting. We can all be thankfol for the DuPont families' love of gardening and their ability to elevate their properties to 
equal the finest gardens of Europe. 
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"I couldn't begin to think of a favorite thing to see; it was all just wonderful. The Quarry primroses and flowering trees 

at Winterthur; the luxurious gardens, mosaic walks, and vistas of Nemours; the Copeland's legacy of Mt Cuba Center 

and the natural beauty of Eastern native plants; the Idea Garden at Longwood; the Graperies, Walled Garden and the 

view of the Delaware at Andalusia. My memory of our Symposium is filled with the sights, sounds, and fragrance of 
these beautifol gardens and of new acquaintances made along the way. 

Join us at "The Presidential Tour" 
May 11-13, 2016 

From The American Boxwood Gardens at Blandy Farm in Boyce, Virginia we will travel down the Shenandoah Valley 
and over ro the Piedmont Region of Charlottesville, VA visiting the homes and gardens of several Presidents. More 
Details ro come." 
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The American Boxwood Society 
Annual General Membership Meeting Minutes 

Tuesday May 19, 2015; Inn at Mendenhall, Mendenhall, PA 

Call to Order President Crump 
It was determined that a quorum was present. 

.President 's Report President Crump 
President crump welcomed attendees and thanked them for supporting ABS , and the non-profit 
status was strong . The spring The Boxwood Bulletin was the first issue with ads and acknowl
edged Walter Carell for his successful efforts. He announced the 2016 Presidents' Tour Sympo
sium would visit various locations in central Virginia 

Committee Reports 

Nominations Vice - President Fooks 
• Charles Fooks presented the following slate: President Hugh Crump,lst Vice President 
Bennett Saunders , 2nd Second Vice President Charlie Fooks , Secretary Laurie McMinn , 
Treasurer Open. Directors: for 3 years Bernie Cross, Helen Hecht , Ron Williams. 
Elizabeth Wislar to fill open 2014 director and John Boyd to fill vacancy with Laurie 
moving to secretary. 

• Being no nominations from the floor, motion to adopt the slate by acclamation was 
passed. [John Makar/John Boyd/unanimous by voice] 

Blandy Arboretum Director Carell 
• The Memorial Boxwood Garden expansion project at Blandy added four new cultivars 
obtained at MANTS and were planted by the Board as part of the Fall Board of Directors 
meeting . The membership is encouraged to contact Walter to consider additional 
cultivars to be contributed to the collection. 

Registrar Lynn Batdorf 
• Lynn will be the Thursday evening banquet keynote speaker for the symposium 

Symposium 2016 Katherine Ward 
• A multi-day traveling 'President's Tour ' is in the developing stages for the north 
central area of Virginia. 

Unfinished Business 
• None presented. 

New Business 
• None presented. 

Adjournment 
• President Crump thanked the board and membership for their continuing support. 
• Seeing no further business , the meeting was adjourned without objection . 

Executive Board Committee Meeting 
• Helen Hecht was nominated to serve. [McMinn/Makar/unanimous voice vote]. 
• Reconfirm of International Registrar Lynn Batdorf passed. [CarelllBoyd/voice vote] . 
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m The Question Box 
Q: What is causing my boxwood 

plan ts to turn reddish bronze this late 
in the fall and wbat can I do about it? 

A: There are two possible causes of 
this condition: 

(1) The fall season was unusually 
warm and very dry until generous 
December rainfall began. Additional 
water should have been provided. Dry
ness causes stre-ss for boxwoods and can 
cause subsequent winter injury. Deep, 
copious watering before the ground 
freezes helps boxwood to withstand low 
temperatures and the loss of moisture 
when the leaves transpire throughout the 
winter. New growth next spring may be 
normal; if not, wait until late Mayor 
early June and cut out all dead stems and 
foliage, back to healthy tissue. 

(2) Another possible cause of 
discoloring may be the result of delayed 
damage from last winter's ice and bitter 
cold. If bark on larger stems or trunks 
was split or even peeled off, healthy 
plants may have been able to heal these 
wounds and callus over with new tissue, 
creating a patched look en the stems. But 
the severe dry period in late fall may 
have interrupted this healing and the 
outside foliage has not been able receive 
enough nutrients, thus turning orange or 
bronze. This discoloration would have 
occurred during summer's heat if the 
plants had not been able to begin their 
own healing process. Only after new 
growth appears next spring will it be 
possible to know what is healthy. In 
June, all obviously dead branches should 
be pruned out. 

(3) A third cause of bronzing may be 
the presence of "English" boxwood 
decline. In this case entire portions of the 
plant frrst discolor slightly, then tum 
straw tan and fmally die. Eventually the 
entire plant may succumb. Only a soil 
test analyzing for this disease can tell 
positively if it is present. A chemical soil 
drench with Subdue (made by Ciba
Geigy Chemical Company) may be 
helpful in slowing or stopping this 
disease. Applications are made only in 
warmer weather; follow package 
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directions very carefully . 
Q: What specific boxwood cultivars 

are r ecommended for use in edgings or 
low hedges as alternatives to Buxus 
sempervirens'SufTruticbsa'? 

A: Although 'Suffruticosa' is still 
frequently chosen for edging, and indeed 
is often called "the edging box," it does 
not thrive when it must be sheared 
repeatedly over a period of years. 
Moreover it often suffers and deteriorates 
when its roots are regularly disturbed and 
cut during the planting of bulbs and 
annuals in the beds where it provides the 
edging. Much additional work is required 
to thin, shape and fertilize the mutilated 
boxwood plants. How much more 
practical it would be to choose a cultivar 
which is a true dwarf and can be allowed 
to maintain its natural habit end shape. 

When we choose 'Suffruticosa' 
because it is sometimes considered a 
dwarf box, we are not recognizing that in 
a relatively short time it will outgrow its 
original spacing. This elegant plant with 
its soft billowing foliage (if allowed to 
grow naturally) will grow at least an inch 
each year, both upward and outward on 
each side. If planted too close to a walk 
or doorway to allow for this future 
expansion, within ten years it will have 
become at least a foot higher and two feet 
wider. Because this growth happens 
imperceptibly, the encroachment over the 
walk seems sudden; it becomes a 
nuisance when it is wet and impedes 
passage. But with adequate room it is an 
unmatched treasure. 

There are other boxwood cultivars 
which grow more slowly than 
'Suffruticosa'. The very slowest and most 
dwarf is Buxus microphy/la 'Compacta' 
(also sold as 'Kingsville Dwarf), which 
hardly enlarges at all, not more than one
quarter inch per year: a tiny leaf and 
dense, twiggy growth form a tight 
mound, reaching 12 inches high after 
perhaps 20 years. However, this delight
ful plant is far more attractive if grown in 
some shade; in full sun its color is quite 
yellow. An outline planting of this 
cultivar can be stunning. 

It does grow broader than high, so 
some careful pruning will be needed 
every year if it is to be kept narrow. 

Another truly dwarf box is Buxus 
microphyl/a var.ja{XJnica 'Morris 
Midget'. It remains a wonderful small 
mound which may reach 18" in height 
when mature. It will never grow as 
rapidly as ·Suffruticosa' . B. microphyl/a 
var.japonica 'Morris Dwarf grows a 
little more vigorously, but is still really 
slow to reach 24" high. 

A third good choice for a small 
boxwood is Buxus sinica var. insularis 
'Justin Brouwers', a Korean boxwood 
with very dark green, dainty leaves. It 
will become broader and higher than the 
'Morris' cultivars, but does so very 
slowly; it is unlikely ever to attain the 
size of 'Suffruticosa'. 

A fourth possibility for a low
growing edging isBuxus sinica var. 
insularis 'Nana' , also a form of Korean 
boxwood. It will spread wider than 
'Justin Brouwers', but hugs the ground, 
seldom reaching 18" in height. It 
produces soft, willowy foliage that will 
cascade down ever low walls or steps. It 
can spread to a width of 3 feet or more in 
20 years. Its foliage turns quite yeUow in 
full sun, while in some shade it becomes 
a more pleasing dark green. 

However, if the gardener is deter
mined to maintain a tight sheared hedge 
as a border to flower beds, it would be 
much better not to choose boxwood at 
all. Perennial plants can tolerate constant 
shearing much more successfully; the usc 
of germander or green or grey santolina 
might serve well. 

The truly dwarf cultivars of boxwood 
can be maintained at a chosen size IUJt by 
shearing, but by careful yearly shaping 
and thinning, practices which contribute 
to boxwood health. However, their 
natural inclination is to spread slowly 
sideways and become broader. If space 
can be allotted originally to accommo
date this habit, the individual plants will 
be especially attractive. 

Joan Butler, ABS Consultant 
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